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Drowsy driving is as deadly as drunken driving. Driver fatigue is the primary reason for drivers falling asleep 

at the wheel. We live in a society where a lot of people are getting tired all the time. Any driver knows how 

it is difficult to drive the car for some hours. Is created a device “DriveAlert”, like an alarm for the driver. 

This intelligent device is designed to detect when the driver is in danger of dozing off and immediately 

alerts him and passengers. It prevents a potential crash. If you feel drowsy but need to keep yourself on 

road “DriveAlert” will keep you and others in safety during long drowsy driving. Buy “DriveAlert”  and go for 

safe road travel. Externally it resembles Bluetooth-headset, which clings to the ear. The “DriveAlert” is 

small, lightweight, affordable and extremely effective. It is on one ear and will stay there even if you wear 

glasses.You just wear it behind the right ear. It works on the principle of electronic balance. If you suddenly 

bend too low, it immediately starts beeping heart-rending, making you wake up.The device is irresponsive 

on inclination of head in sides and back.If the driver's head drops forward rather far the alarm sounds off.   

The position when the alarm sounds can be adjusted.This device consists of a built-in switch, electronic and 

mechanical charts, and also a siren. In spite of the use of "DriveAlert", drivers must understand that if they 

are tired it is dangerous to drive a car. “DriveAlert” is not a panacea against sleep and will not improve the 

reaction of driver, waking up on a sudden turn. It is perfect for people who need to be on full alert while on 

duty such as security guards, machine operators, and even students who need to work on their posture. So 

then taking “DriveAlert” you can get an additional chance to safe your life,and it is never superfluous 


